BLANCCO MOBILE DEVICE ERASER

Blancco Mobile Device Eraser
ADVANCED DATA ERASURE SOLUTION TO SECURELY
AND EFFICIENTLY DISPOSE OF SENSITIVE MOBILE DATA.
Hundreds of millions of mobile devices exist in today’s world which hold sensitive
personal and company data. Your company smartphone or tablet contains sensitive
company data in addition to your own personal texts, photographs and videos.
At the end of your device’s life, we help you protect both your data and the integrity
of your business by securely and efficiently erasing each device. Blancco Mobile Device
Eraser can facilitate the safe disposal, reuse or resale of your mobile devices.

OS independent. No need for any other
operating system to be able to use it
Flexible User Interface

Customizable erasure pattern
Label printing to show IMEI, serial
numbers, erasure status, date of
erasure and any custom values

Benefits
Fast, Efficient and Fully Supported
Simultaneously erase up to 50 iOS and Android
devices at a high speed and in one go, helping your
organization to be both cost effective and process
efficient. In addition for any troubleshooting questions
the user manual doesn’t quite cover, our global
support team will guide you.

Detailed, Flexible and User-Friendly
Software Interface
Keep a close eye on the erasure process as it happens
and customize the user interface to suit your needs.
Sort devices according to your preference by choosing

serial, erasure status, USB ID and device type, or
watch for information on erasure success rate, top
5 processed models, volume handling per hour and
percentage rates of processed operating systems.

Comprehensive Post-Erasure Reporting
For a fully transparent audit trail Blancco Mobile Device
Eraser produces a digitally-signed report for each
processed device, including details such as the device
name and model, IMEI code and storage capacity.
For maximum customer satisfaction the reports
can also be customised with additional fields
to suit your exact needs.

Technical specifications

■■

■■

■■

50 devices can be erased simultaneously
(both iOS and Android)
Detailed statistics visible directly in the
UI (Success rate, top 5 processed models,
volume handling per hour and percentage
rates of processed operating systems)
Label printing available (with changeable
barcode) IMEI, Serial, Erasure status, Date,
Custom value

Reporting and auditing
■■ Full transparency of erasure process ensures
a seamless audit trail
■■

■■

■■

Comprehensive reports include details
such as device name and model, IMEI code,
and storage capacity
Unlimited custom fields
Local storage and connection to Blancco
Management Console for automatic sending
of reports

Language support
■■ English
■■

German

■■

Italian

■■

French

■■

Japanese

■■

Korean

Erasure
■■ The user can choose from 12 different erasure
methods for Android devices, such as HMG,
DoD, and Peter Gutmann, Reset & Report
(Factory reset) is also available
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Automatic erasure upon connection
Sort devices in the UI according to Serial,
Erasure Status, USB ID and device type
User Interface supports List, Grid
and Free views
Failed devices can be retried without
consuming additional licenses
The user can set a “Minimum battery level” for
all devices, meaning devices which do not have
enough charge will not be processed

Installation
■■ Bootable via CD, USB or PXE
■■

Installable to the system hard drive for
“permanent installation”

Supported platforms
■■ iOS
■■

Android
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Automation and efficiency
■■ Operating system independent

